
Event Subhead 

22 January 2019 
7–10pm 

Location/Name 

www.example.com 

Join us in an interactive, practical workshop discovering the 
theory of great art and how to make it yourself!


Artist Challoner Spokes will take you through a brief history 
of art, the theory of composition and show you how to 
create artwork guided by these principals. You are then 
invited to create your own masterpiece based on what 
we’ve learnt.


In this friendly workshop we’ll look at work produced by a 
variety of artists and find the key to understanding and 
appreciating it. 


With this valuable knowledge we can create art which will be 
more effective and appealing. Practical advice is available 
from your tutor throughout the workshop, if required. 


The equipment needed to produce your artwork will be 
provided, as well as tea and biscuits to keep your fuelled up!


Places are limited so book quickly to avoid disappointment.


For tickets and details visit: >insert web address<


Date: 29th June 2019

Venue: tbc

Times: tbc

Ticket Price:
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A Practical and 
Interactive Workshop 

Duration: 3 hours (with tea break). 
Suggested Medium: Oil Pastels. 
Price: £150 

Practical tuition and one-to-one 
support is given throughout the 
workshop.  
Please bring your own resources. 
Additional resources will be 
available to purchase.  

An interactive workshop to learn 
how to create vibrant portraits 
using colour theory to express 
personality and mood. 

Artist Challoner Spokes will show you how 
colour can be used to create expressive 
portraits. Learn how to draw proportionally 
correct faces and how to use colour theory 
to create portraits that express personality, 
mood and energy. 

Topics we will cover are: 
• Examples of clever colours in art history 
• How to draw the face 
• Introduction to Colour theory   
• Using colour to reflect personality and 

create mood 
• Practical Session: Creating Your Own 

Masterpiece. 


